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NAFI Releases Five Professional Development Courses 

 
For Immediate Release January 21, 2022, Portage, MI 

Today the National Association of Flight Instructors (NAFI) announces the release of the 
final five courses for its Professional Development Program. The release of these 
courses signifies the completion of the full curriculum of 30 courses. NAFI’s 
Professional Development Program (PDP) provides the flight training community with 
valuable education to enhance technical and teaching skills, strategies to interact with 
students, and develops and mentors mastery of core concepts in aviation education and 
leadership. 
 
Course category and new titles: 
 
Instruction Category 
Training Pilots in Command, by Karen Kalishek, DPE, NAFI Board Chair 
  
Federal regulations define pilot-in-command (PIC) as the person who has final authority 
and responsibility for the operation and safety of the flight. How do we train pilots to 
understand and more importantly, act as pilots in command? This course discusses why 
PIC training is an important consideration in flight instruction relating to aviation safety, 
the ACS, and meeting regulatory requirements. Developing PIC awareness and skills 
throughout training results in safer, more thoughtful pilots while fostering proficiency. 
  
This course will provide you with the knowledge, tips, and techniques needed to 
incorporate PIC training concepts and practices as part of your flight instruction. 
  
Business and Communications Category 
Tips and Tricks of Online Ground Training, by Ned Parks, CFII-A, CFI-H, AGI, IGI, ATP 
  
For years, you have met your student face-to-face and completed whatever ground 
school you needed to complete. In fact, you can’t think of doing it a different way. That 
was before the days of online face-to-face collaboration tools such as MS Teams, 
Zoom, and many others. Conducting ground school can now be from your home while 
your student is at their home. Neither of you must drive to the airport. In fact, you can 
both be on a separate trip, or you can do ground school for several people from all over 
the country. This course on the tips and tricks of online training will answer the 
questions you might have about how to do this and do it well. 
 
Plan Now or Pay Later, by Rick Bartle, Senior Advisor, Stratus Business Development 
  
The adventure of starting your own small business is exciting, rewarding, and a lot of 
hard work. As an aviation professional, your skills and training will be invaluable on the 
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road to building a successful enterprise. That said, many of the daily, weekly, and 
monthly tasks necessary to run your business will have nothing to do with aviation. 
Primary among these necessary tasks is managing the financial operations of your 
growing business. In fact, a lack of financial systems and oversight will kill your new 
business just a quickly as a lack of revenue. This course, Plan Now or Pay Later, is a 
sort of checklist to help an aspiring aviation entrepreneur establish strong financial 
systems and management practices. It is by no means all you need to know, but it will 
set you off on the right path towards effectively managing the money coming in and 
going out of your business. 
  
Risk Management and Human Factors Category 
Aeromedical Factors, by Victor Vogel, MD, CFII, AGI, IGI, NAFI Board Member 
  
Many factors and physiological effects are linked to flying. Some are minor, while others 
are important enough to require special attention to ensure the safety of flight. In some 
cases, physiological factors can lead to inflight emergencies. The important medical 
factors that CFIs should be aware of are reviewed in this presentation.  In addition, 
preventive and correction factors, and maneuvers that every CFI should know and 
teach are presented. 
 
Pilots and Medications, by Victor Vogel, MD, CFII, AGI, IGI, NAFI Board Member 
Impairment from medications and drugs, including over the counter (OTC) medications, 
has been cited in a number of accidents in general aviation. NTSB and FAA report that 
40 percent of the pilots in fatal accidents tested positive for some form of drug. It is 
important for CFIs to be aware of these data and to teach both learners and pilots how 
to identify and avoid the potential hazards of flying while using impairing medications 
and drugs. 
 
"Completing the first 30 courses in NAFI's Professional Development Program (PDP) is 
a significant step for NAFI and provides a great opportunity for our flight instructor 
community,” said Karen Kalishek, NAFI Board Chair. She continued “These thought-
provoking courses add depth to any CFI's knowledge and promote continuous learning, 
leading to a safer pilot population. Flight instructors have responded enthusiastically to 
the PDP and NAFI will continue to expand the program as part of its flight training 
excellence mission." 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
For more information contact: 
Lauretta Webb Godbey 
Director of Marketing Communications 
Telephone: 240-457-7308 
Email: lgodbey@nafinet.org 
www.nafinet.org  
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About the NAFI Professional Development Program 
The Professional Development Program (PDP) is available exclusively to members.  
PDP topics include business techniques, leadership development, communications, 
human factors, and more. Recognized by industry as a commitment to self-
improvement, the PDP also serves to prepare CFIs for future growth in the aviation 
industry. NAFI will present a Professional Development Program Certificate of 
Completion when all the courses are completed. 
 

About the National Association of Flight Instructors 

Members of the National Association of Flight Instructors work as independent instructors, at flight 
schools, universities, FBOs, corporate flight departments, and in the military. Since 1967, NAFI and its 
members, who teach in 30 countries, are dedicated to increasing and maintaining the professionalism of 
flight instruction. 

NAFI members influence active pilots daily: students working to become pilots, current pilots training to 
advance their skills with new ratings or certificates and pilots who seek to improve their skills with 
recurrent training. NAFI also serves as an advocate with industry and government as a voice for flight 
instruction. NAFI helps shape the current and future direction of flight training. 

 
 
 
 
 
 


